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TrusTrace HQ is based in Stockholm, Sweden, with Technical HQ office in Coimbatore, India. Satellite offices in France and soon New York. Founded in 2016, and co-founder have roots in enterprise technology and supply chain.

**Background:**

We currently have a 100+ strong team across various functions – **Sustainability**, Product Development, Engineering, Customer Success, Sales & Marketing, Finance & Legal.
Partnering and co-developing with Pioneers in Sustainability

- 10,000 facilities

- 40+ brands see TrusTrace as a business critical system

- 75+ countries connected
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The Ladder of Transparency
More sustainable products at reduced risk

1. **Supplier Mapping & Profiling:**
   - Map & discover all suppliers beyond Tier 1
   - Audits & Assessments: Record and analyse third-party audits and custom assessments

2. **Product Traceability:**
   - Top-down, digital
   - Product Tracing: Discover and visualize your product journey
   - Certification Management: Collect and validate certificates at every tier

3. **Material Traceability:**
   - Real time monitoring of transactions
   - Batch Tracing: Establish real time traceability at a Lot level
   - Manage Risks & Compliances: Link all the production steps with purchase orders, certificates and reports

4. **Action & Communication:**
   - 100% verified and provable
   - Reporting & Analytics: Track your progress and act to achieve the sustainability goals
   - Transparency: Confidently share information with validated data

**Supplementary Text:**
- **Supplier Discovery & Value Chain Mapping:** Centralized, digital
- **Certification Management:** Collect and validate certificates at every tier
- **Manage Risks & Compliances:** Link all the production steps with purchase orders, certificates and reports
- **Batch Tracing:** Establish real time traceability at a Lot level
- **Product Tracing:** Discover and visualize your product journey
- **Certification Management:** Collect and validate certificates at every tier
- **Audits & Assessments:** Record and analyse third-party audits and custom assessments
- **Reporting & Analytics:** Track your progress and act to achieve the sustainability goals
- **Material Traceability:** Real time monitoring of transactions
- **Action & Communication:** 100% verified and provable
- **Transparency:** Confidently share information with validated data
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Fashion companies need 'Traceability at scale'
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The Complexity of Fashion Value Chains requires a **global, connected** and **scalable** platform to enable sustainable transformation **beyond tier 1**

![Diagram](image-url)

- **Enterprise Software**: Centric Software, Lectra, SAP
- **Global System Integrators**: CGI, HCL
- **Solution Partners**: Haelixa, Higg, Open Apparel Registry
- **Membership**: Textile Exchange SAC, FSC
- **Open API**
- **Compliant Modules**: C3i
- **Tier 1**: XLS
- **Tier 2**: Desktop
- **Tier 3**: EDI
- **Tier N**: Email
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Digital Product Passport for garments

- **Product Design data**: Material Composition, Sustainability Labels etc.
- **Product Traceability data**: Manufacturer, Country of manufacturing, Country of Origin, Manufacturing date, Batch details
- **Purchase/Rent**: Consumer info, Date of Purchase, Retail Store
- **Recycle**: Drop date, Drop Point Info, Usage Information, Current Condition
- **Repair**: Date of Repair, Fault Info, Repair Point Info, Usage Information
- **Resale**: Date of Sale, Sale Reason, Buyer info
- **Donation**: Date of donating the garment, Location

*SCAN*
Innovation and partnerships cover all aspects of the DPP

Mandatory disclosure of information

“Mandatory disclosure of information such as sustainability and circularity parameters country of origin.”

Consumer information

“Consumers are provided with information at the point of sale about a commercial guarantee of durability and information relevant to repair, including a reparability score, whenever this is available.”

Product Design data
Material Composition, Sustainability Labels etc.

Product Traceability data
Manufacturer, Country of manufacturing, Country of Origin, Manufacturing date, Batch details

Purchase/Rent
Consumer Info, Date of Purchase, Retail Store

Recycle
Drop date, Drop Point Info, Usage Information, Current Condition

Repair
Date of Repair, Fault Info, Repair Point Info, Usage Information

Resale
Date of Sale, Sale Reason, Buyer Info

Donation
Date of donating the garment, Location

Publicly disclose the number of products that are discarded and destroyed, and their further treatment in terms of preparing for reuse, recycling, incineration or landfilling.”
Reach us to learn more
Marianne.Uddman@trustrace.com